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• Promote social cohesion & well being.

• Nurture equality and equity - offer equal opportunities

• Do not deplete human resources
New school design?

Sundström Eric 1910-1919
Helsinki city museum
Complex...global...digital... unpredictable
In our Future School learning is seen as an open, flexible and collaborative process.

Learning happens everywhere and all the places are learning places

MarjoKyllönen
New narrative for the Future School

Strengthen social skills and collaboration

Promote pupils participation and active role in learning

Focus on meaningful learning and holistic competencies

Anchor learning to real life phenomenon

Enable individual learning paths
Learning for 21st Century Skill

Foster creativity
Meaningful learning
Holistic competencies
Critical thinking
Collaboration
Empower pupils
Dimensions of Phenomenon based learning

- Holistic
- Authentic
- Contextual
- Problem based
- Focus on learning process

http://www.phenomenaleducation.info/home.html
HELSEINKI THE MOST IMPACTFUL PLACE TO LEARN